The Liberal Nationals' plan to get
Victoria Back to Work
Regional Victorians have sacrificed time with family and friends,
been put out of work and forced to close once-profitable
businesses as a result of the second wave from Melbourne.
In regional Victoria, we need:
A path to COVID normal that isn’t tied to case numbers in Melbourne
Confidence that cases in the city won’t set back regional Victoria’s recovery
To reconnect and restore our sense of community in a COVID-safe way
Flexible opportunities to live and work where we choose

Regional job losses
(Sep 2020 ABS Labour Force figures)
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Transform the way we live and work with a
$250m business support fund to
implement more ways to work from home.

Connect regional Victoria by investing in
roads and rail of the future — and kickstart
regional economies.

Bring visitors back to the regions safely
with $400m to develop
and upgrade tourist attractions.

Boost our agriculture sector with $10m to
unlock new opportunities in the food
supply chain.

MICHAEL O'BRIEN MP
Victorian Liberal Leader
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The Liberal Nationals' plan to get
Victoria Back to Work
Victorians have endured a lot this year.
The effects of the pandemic have touched all of us in different and
profound ways. We now face more difficult social and economic
recovery from the pandemic than anywhere else in Australia. Victoria
needs a plan to keep our community safe from COVID-19, but at the
same time to turn our focus to get Victorians back to work to repair the
economic damage of lockdowns.
Recovery will be hard, but it is an opportunity to reshape our state,
rebuild businesses and industries, and reclaim the Victorian way of life.
The Victorian Liberal Nationals' Back to Work Plan will generate new
jobs throughout the Victorian economy and give back security, and the
feeling of security, to all. Our plan is for immediate action so that
Victorians can get their jobs back, provide for their families, open their
businesses, meet their rent and mortgage payments, educate their kids,
keep healthy and protect elderly Victorians.

'Road Trip for
Victoria' vouchers
worth up to $200
to stimulate
tourism

Boost rural mental
health outreach
support

Encourage
businesses to
decentralise by
abolishing regional
payroll tax to
mid-2022

The Murray Basin Rail
Project must be
delivered in full by
December 2022

Fast-track the planned
building of new and
upgraded community
hospitals

Revitalise
tourism with a
$300m Victorian
Tourism Support
fund
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